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The Exquisite Hour

1. Stage and Layout (Stage plot) 

๏ The Stage should offer at least 24’ feet wide by 16’ feet depth 

๏  Please refer to the Stage plot sketch below 


2. House Sound System & FOH Sound Console  
๏  System must consist of at leat a Three-Way with adequate amplification and speaker 

enclosures to cover the Venue’s maximum capacity and be capable of min 110db at the 
console and should be configured in Stereo (LR).  


๏  The Front of House sound system will reproduce clear, undistorted sound with even 
coverage of the entire venue. This includes balconies and overflow areas. The sound system 
needs to be free from any electrical noises or other buzzes. 


๏  The main mixing console must be in front of the stage in an area that provides a clear line of 
sight to the stage and also provides the capability for the sound technician to hear the 
speakers without any obstructions. 
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๏Console must have a minimum of six (6) input chancels, with 4 AUX send for monitors and FX

๏  Reverb unit Lexicon type (Lexicon PCM 91, TC 3000) or console’s integrated fonctions 

๏  The sound system has to be installed and fully fonctionnal when Mr Michaud arrives

๏  Three (3) monitors on Two (2) mixes which can be assigned and controlled from the FOH 


3. Equipment & Accessory | Backline 
๏  One (1) Grand piano 88 notes with adjustable bench. The piano must be tuned on the day of 

the concert at A=440; after the soundcheck if possible. 

๏  One (1) Music Stand bold and black, adjustable with light

๏  Two (2) Microphones for the voice 

๏  Two (2) Microphones for the piano 

๏  Two (2) Monitors center for the voice with MIX 1

๏  One (1) Monitor side of the piano bench with MIX 2 

๏  High (8) Bottles of water 

๏  Two (2) Dressing rooms with mirror, table, lights, chair, garage can, clothes rack/holder and 

Kleenex box. 


4. Microphones  

๏ Voice :  Two (2) Neumann KM184 or compact wide cardioid condenser Mic type 

	 	 	 Senheiser MKH 8090, Neumman U87, DPA D: Dicate 4006 or 4011 

	 	 	 Schoeps CCM 4 or CCM2, Røde NT5 big cap.


๏ Piano : 	 Two (2) Microphones type Shure SM-91 or Neumman KM-184 

	 	 	 or Sony C38


5. Audio Patch, Monitors and send assignment 

Inputs : 
	 	 1- Piano bass	 	 5- Playback audio (cd) Left 

	 	 2- Piano high	 	 6- Playback audio (cd) Right

	 	 3- Voice right

	 	 4- Voix left 
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Aux & Monitor Mix :  

๏ Aux 1 (pre fader) - piano monitor piano (Mix 2, 1 wedge piano)

๏ Aux 2 (post fader) - voice monitors (2 wedges center vocal)

๏ Aux 3 (post fader) - reverb


Lightning : 

๏ Shower over piano keyborad and piano music stand 

๏ Shower over Vocal + FOH 

๏ 2 Cold + Warm Lightning design 

๏ Gobo over the floor (Tree, leaves) 

๏ Curtains warmer

๏ FOH Wash


Audio & Video  
๏ One (1) Cd player linked at the PA


Before the concert, in the PA from FOH, CD music will be playing in the Venue from a CD provide 
by Steeve Michaud. House curtains will be close, curtains warmer on and “ambiance” lightning 
pre-set on stage. 


Contact :  

Steeve Michaud

smichaudtenor@icloud.com 


Agence Station Bleue 

prod@stationbleue.com 


Manager : Claudia Berardi | Marco Fortier | Annick Patricia Carrière 
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